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CS 2K 703. NIIMBER THEORY AND CRYPTOGRAPITY

(New Scheme)
Time: Three Hours

Maximum: 100 Marks
Part A

?. 
Answer all questions.

1' Define perfect number and show. that any even perfect number n ends in the digit 6 or g thatis z = 6 (mod 10) or n = g (mod 10). 
'vve r'qr'vsr 

'& srr(r.

Show that if K > 0, then gcd (Ifu, I(D) = Kgcd (a, b).
Solve l7c = 9 (mod 226).
Use Chinese Remainder theorem solver = 2 (mod g) ;, = B-(mod b) and r = 2 (mod Z).
what are tlie characteristics of IDEA rerated to its cryptographic strength ?
what'are the uses of random numbers and the ci'iteria used to validate random numbers ?
What are the conditions to be fulfilled by public_key cryptography ?
List the major design goals of MDb.

(8x5=40marks)
Part B

9. (a) state and prove Fundamental theorem of arithmeiic.

Or

2.
ou.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

(15 marks)

(1 mark)
(2 marks)

(12 marks)

Turn over

&) (i) state and prove Fermat's Little theorem and hence show that a2L = a(mod lb) for alr o.AIso show that ap = a (mod p), when p is p;me for any integer o.
(8+2+2 = 12marks)(ii) Ifp and q are distinct primes such that d = a(mod q) and ag = o (mod p), then shcw thataPQ=a(modpg).

an odd prime and gcd (a, p) =1. Then a is a quadratic residue "r" ,r.-ltoT,Ii
= 1(mod p)' Also de4luce that a is a quadratic residue or nonresidue ofp according as
=l(modp) o'o(P-rY2=-l(modp)' 

(18+2=lbmarks)

,,Or(b) Let a be an odd integer. Then show that
(i) t2 = a (mod 2) always has a solution.
(ii) x2 = a (mod 4) has a sorution if and if only a = 1 (mod 4).
(iii) x2 =a (mod 2n), forn > B, has a solution if and only if a._ 1(mod g).



11. (a)

&)
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2: D tsz
Disggg itl{*tibil the simplified pfS iiheme illustratives the key generat*xr ard Ene4rytion
schemes' 

or:.:.,,- : :

Diicuss'in aetail ihi.inqhbe ef D$$deqe{iqt a$Orit}aand explain the avalanche effect

in DES.
,- 7- (15 marks)

List and explain any two types offir*ctios that may be used to produce an auttrenticator.

\or/
(b) Write tlre Secure HashAtgprithm erplairfng its wgrking.
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